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We have recently developed [1] a low energy particle track simulation code (LEPTS) 
for photons, electrons and positron to be applied in specific biomedical applications of 
radiation where details at the nano-scale are needed. Such a model not only provides 
information about absorbed dose and energy transfer but also about the type of 
interactions taking place in selected nano-volumes to allow the characterization of 
radiation damage in terms of induced molecular alterations. One of the main 
limitations of this model is that uses single molecular data for the simulation so 
ignoring interference and collective effects connected with the condensed state of 
biologically relevant targets. In this study we propose a method to introduce these 
effects in our model. Briefly, we first study the evolution of the interaction cross 
sections when forming clusters with the atoms or molecules of the target material with 
an increasing number of elements. Liquid state is then considered as a big cluster 
which exhibits liquid density in a given nano-volume. For the energy loss distribution 
function, single atomic or molecular energy loss spectra are modified to give a 
corrected stopping power which includes the optical dielectric response of the liquid 
[2].  Some applications to Ar and water, both in the liquid phase, will be discussed. 
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